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Entangled coherent states are a fundamentally interesting class of quantum states of light, with important implications in
quantum information processing, for which robust schemes to generate them are required. Here, we show that entangled
coherent states emerge, with high fidelity, when mixing coherent and squeezed vacuum states of light on a beam splitter.
These maximally entangled states, where photons bunch at the exit of a beam splitter, are measured experimentally by
Fock-state projections. Entanglement is examined theoretically using a Bell-type nonlocality test and compared with
ideal entangled coherent states. We experimentally show nearly perfect similarity with entangled coherent states for
an optimal ratio of coherent and squeezed vacuum light. In our scheme, entangled coherent states are generated deter-
ministically with small amplitudes, which could be beneficial, for example, in deterministic distribution of entanglement
over long distances. © 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
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1. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement is a defining feature of quantum mechanics with
important implications to fundamental concepts, as well as for ap-
plications. Quantum states of light that exhibit entanglement were
extensively employed in tests of the foundations of quantum theory
[1–3] and are essential in quantum computing, quantum commu-
nication, and quantum metrology [4,5]. An intriguing class of states
is the entangled coherent states (ECSs), which contain CSs jαi in an
equal superposition of being in either one of two possible paths [6–8]:

jψα
ECSi � N α�jα, 0i � j0, αi�, (1)

where N α � 1∕
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�1� e−jαj2�

q
is a normalization factor.

ECSs manifest entanglement of CSs—the most classical physi-
cal states—and are therefore fundamentally intriguing as they de-
scribe CSs that are entangled with the vacuum [Eq. (1)]. These
states are also potentially useful in various applications of quantum
technology. It has been suggested that ECSs could be advantageous
resources for quantum information processing and quantum met-
rology [8], showing high tolerance against lossy quantum channels
and interferometers [9,10], as well as reaching the Heisenberg limit
in interferometry.

To create ECS, it has been suggested to make use of other non-
classical Schrödinger cat-states known as (even) CS superpositions
(CSSs) [8,11]:

jψβ
CSSi � Ñ β�jβi � j − βi�, (2)

where Ñ β � 1∕
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�1� e−2jβj2�

q
. Experimental realizations of

CSS [12,13] and then of ECS [14] have relied mainly on a non-
deterministic technique involving photon subtraction, a probabi-
listic approach that is typically inefficient. Deterministic schemes
for generating CSS and ECS could be significantly more resource
effective. Such techniques using nonlinear interferometry were
studied theoretically [15–17], but so far were not experimentally
demonstrated [8,18]. In this work, we demonstrate experimen-
tally a deterministic method for generating ECS by using deter-
ministic squeezed vacuum (SV) and CS sources, and without
resorting to probabilistic approaches in generating ECS, such
as photon subtraction or post-selection [14].

ECSs share similar properties with another class of entangled
states, known as NOON states,

jψN
NOONi � �jN , 0i � j0,N i�∕

ffiffiffi
2

p
, (3)

where N photons, rather than CSs, are superposed in two modes.
ECSs comprise superpositions of NOON states [7], and both are
capable of measurement sensitivities at the Heisenberg limit.
While realizing NOON states and ECSs with high intensities
has been a long-standing challenge [8,19], since both states are
prone to loss, ECSs were proven to be more resilient in the con-
text of quantum metrology [10,20].
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Recently, it has been shown that mixing of coherent and SV
light could give rise to superpositions of NOON states [21,22],
which were demonstrated up to N � 5 [23–25]. In that ap-
proach, NOON states resulted from post-selecting N photons
after interfering SV and CS on a beam splitter (BS), rather than
producing individual NOON states of fixed N . In the current
work, we show theoretically and experimentally that the same sys-
tem can be used to generate deterministically low-amplitude
ECSs with high fidelity.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 1(a) illustrates schematically a process for preparing a per-
fect ECS jψα

ECSi by mixing a CS (jβi with a CSS jψβ
CSSi on a

50/50 BS. Here β � α∕
ffiffiffi
2

p
[11], and the average photon number

in this state is

n̄ � jαj2∕�1� e−jαj2�: (4)

A. Squeezed Vacuum and Coherent State Interference

Consider now a similar system, where a CS jβia is mixed with a
SV state jξib on a 50% BS, as shown in Fig. 1(b). These input
states can be defined in Fock basis [26] as

jβi � e−jβj2∕2
X∞
n�0

βnffiffiffiffi
n!

p jni, β � jβjeiϕ, (5)

jξi � 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cosh r

p
X∞
m�0

�−1�m
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2m�!

p
2mm!

�eiθ tanh r�mj2mi, (6)

where the phases of jβi and jξi are ϕ and θ, respectively, while the
relative phase of the two input states is θ − ϕ. The state at the
output of the BS in modes c and d [Fig. 1(b)] is denoted by
jψouti. The probability of jψoutic,d forNc andNd photons simul-
taneously at the output of the BS is given by [27]

PNc ,Nd
�β, r, θ� � jhNc ,Nd jψoutic,d j2: (7)

B. Fidelity of ECS with Mixed CS and SV

Now, we show that the state jψoutic,d that is obtained when we
mix a CS not with the ideal CSS state, but rather with a SV state,
is still a good approximation of the ECS. It should be noted that
both SV [Eq. (6)] and CSS [Eq. (2)] are composed of only even
photon numbers and can be made approximately similar [28].

This similarity can be evaluated through the fidelity between
the two states [29]:

F � jhψα
ECSjψoutij2 �

���hψα∕
ffiffi
2

p
CSS jξi

���2

� 1

cosh r cosh
�
jαj2
2

� e−
jαj2
2 �cos�θ−2ϕ� tanh r�: (8)

An optimal value of this fidelity [Eq. (8)] is achieved for the fol-
lowing parameter relation:

r � arcsinh�jαj2�∕2, θ � 2ϕ� π, (9)

where Eq. (9) conditions the amplitude and phase of the SV to
that of the CSS (see Supplement 1).

In Fig. 2, the solid line presents the fidelity [Eq. (8)] for the
optimal values of SV [Eq. (9)], showing that indeed nearly perfect
low amplitude ECS can be achieved using CS and SV, i.e., F ≈ 1
for n̄, jαj < 1. However, for higher photon numbers, namely,
n̄, jαj > 1, the resulting states are only an approximation of
ECS, which deteriorates with increasing n̄. We note that the cri-
teria in Eq. (9) for the weak amplitudes regime (α, r ≪ 1) coin-
cides with the condition of setting the number of photon pairs of
CS and SV to be equal, as needed for generating NOON states
[21–23]. The fidelity between CSS and the vacuum state (Fig. 2,
dashed line) is shown for comparison; this fidelity corresponds to
the case of replacing the SV [Fig. 1(b)] with the vacuum state
[Eq. (8)], while the CS remains the other input to the BS.
Note that the fidelity in this classical case is lower than the fidelity
between ECS and the states generated by mixing CS and SV for
all average photon numbers (see Fig. 2). Although the size of the
ECS amplitude is relatively small, it can still violate the Bell in-
equality, as will be shown next.

C. Nonlocality and the Janssens Inequality

A unique quantum property of ECS relates to its nonlocal corre-
lations, whereby multiple particles are all in one mode or the

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Schematics for generating (a) ideal and (b) approximated en-
tangled coherent states (ECSs). A 50/50 beam splitter combines a coherent
state jβi at port a and (a) coherent state superpositions (CSSs) Ñ β�jβi �
j −βi� at port b to result with an exact ECSN α�jα, 0i � j0, αi� in ports c,
d . (b) When the squeezed vacuum state jξi enters port b instead of CSS,
the result in ports c, d approximates ECS (see text). In our experiment, a
joint photon number measurement Nc , Nd is performed at modes c, d ,
respectively, using photon number-resolving detectors.

Fig. 2. Fidelity between ECS and states generated by mixing CS and
SV, F � jhψα

ECSjψoutij2, for the optimal SV amplitude as a function
of the total photon number on average n̄ [Eq. (4)] in solid black.
The inset shows F for low values of the average photon number. The
fidelity between CSS and the vacuum state (jvaci � j0i) is presented
for comparison in dashed purple.
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other. Such nonlocal properties are typically examined through
the violation of Bell inequalities [26]. ECSs were previously
shown to violate several types of such Bell-type inequalities, in-
cluding a modified version of the Janssens inequalities [30,31],
which use measurements of phase-space operators [7]. We show
here theoretically that the approximate ECSs that result from mix-
ing a CS and SV violates the inequalities as well. Measuring these
inequalities in experiment requires homodyne detection, and is
not accessible with our current detection setup.

We recall the expectation values of single- and two-mode
phase-space operators on modes c and d :

Qc�μ� � hψoutjQ̂c�μ� ⊗ Î d jψouti, (10)

Qd �ν� � hψoutjÎ c ⊗ Q̂d �ν�jψouti, (11)

Qc,d �μ, ν� � hψoutjQ̂c�μ� ⊗ Q̂d �ν�jψouti: (12)

Here, Q̂j�μ� � jμihμj is a projection operator of the state in
mode j onto a CS of complex amplitude μ, and Î j is the unity
operator acting on mode j (for j � c, d ). Following Ref. [31], a
modified version of the third Janssens inequality can then be
written as

J3 � Q�α� − Q�α, β� − Q�α, γ� − Q�α, δ�
� Q�β, γ� � Q�β, δ� � Q�γ, δ� ≤ 0, (13)

where α, β, γ, and δ are any complex number. In Eq. (13), the
mode indices are omitted, meaning the Q�α� can be measured
in either mode c or d, and the joint two-mode expectation values
are always measured between modes c and d .

A minimizing procedure carried out on the parameters
α, β, γ, δ leads to a violation of the inequality J3 ≤ 0; this is shown
in Fig. 3 for any given average photon number of the states gen-
erated in our scheme, jψouti, as well as for ECS, following a π∕2
phase shift in mode d (Fig. 1, see also Ref. [7]). It is shown that
the minimal value of J3 merges for both states for low amplitudes,
and deviates for larger average photon numbers, starting at n̄ ≈ 1.
We note that a similar analysis was recently done for CS mixed
with photon-subtracted SV [32].

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Since an ECS is a superposition of NOON states for every photon
number, we will show that the photon number distribution forms a
corner distribution, i.e., PNc ,Nd

� jCNc ,Nd
j2 [Eq. (7)] is approx-

imately PNc ,Nd
� 0 for N c ≠ 0 and Nd ≠ 0. The experimental

setup (Fig. 4) is similar to the one used for the generation of
NOON states [23,24,33]. SV is produced via spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion (SPDC) and is mixed with a CS with in-
distinguishable spatial and spectral modes. These two sources are
prepared in two orthogonal polarization modes (H and V ) and are
combined by a polarizing BS (PBS). A polarization-maintaining
fiber with axes oriented at �45° (D, A) is used to implement
the BS in Fig. 1(b) in a collinear geometry. A second PBS sends
the photons in each polarization mode to two photon-number
resolving detectors based each on an 1:8 fiber splitter and eight
single-photon avalanche photon detectors, to record Nc and Nd .

The results of the measured PNc ,Nd
are presented in Fig. 5.

It is clear from these measurements that for any number of pho-
tons coming out of the beam, photons are highly bunched, i.e.,
most are going to either port c or port d . As shown in Fig. 5(b),
the probability for a photon correlation, normalized for every
number of measured photons (see caption, Fig. 5), is higher on
the corner of the plot. An ideal ECS should have vanishing prob-
ability for all intermediate photon distributions.

In order to quantify the similarity of the multi-photon corre-
lation measurements Pm,n between the approximate states and

perfect ECS, we calculated F̃ �
�P

m, n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pm,n · PECS

m,n

p �
2
[34],

where PECS
m,n is the photon number correlation for ECS.

Figure 6 presents the similarity F̃ obtained by varying the amount
of SV in the experimental measurements (cirles) or simulation
(solid line). Here, PECS

m,n was calculated from a simulation for per-
fect generation of an ECS [Eq. (1)] as would be detected in our

Fig. 3. Simulation results showing violation of the third Janssen in-
equality J3 ≤ 0 is shown below the gray shaded area, for the state
jψiout produced by mixing CS and SV with the optimal parameters
of Eq. (9) (solid line), and for an ideal ECS (dashed line), as a function
of the total average photon number n̄.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for generation of entangled coherent states,
detailed layout of the setup. 120-fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire oscillator op-
erated at 80MHz are up-converted using a lithium triborate (LBO) crystal,
short-pass filtered, and then down-converted using a beta barium borate
(BBO) crystal, generating a squeezed vacuum state, having correlated pho-
ton pairs at the original wavelength (808 nm). This squeezed vacuum (H
polarization) is mixed with attenuated coherent light (V polarization) on a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS). A thermally induced drift in the relative
phase is corrected every few minutes with the use of a liquid crystal phase
retarder, ϕ. The spatial and spectral modes are matched using a polariza-
tion-maintaining fiber (PMF) and a 3-nm (full width at half max) bandpass
filter (BPF). CS and SV are mixed by a 50/50 beam splitter transformation
[Fig. 1(b)] in a collinear, polarization-based inherently phase-stable design,
by using a PMF fiber aligned at�45° (D, A) polarization axes, where ECSs
are realized. Photon-number resolving detection is performed using an
array of 16 single-photon counting modules (SPCM, Perkin Elmer),
and 1:8 multi-mode fiber splitters (MM-FSs).
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setup, accounting for our detection scheme and losses (η � 0.1),
using no fit parameters [23,24]. The CS amplitude was decreased
from β � 0.75 to β � 0.45, as the fraction of SV increased.
These results show that a maximal similarity is achieved for its
optimal parameters of Eq. (9). We note that the experimental
state has non-zero off-corner terms, as can be seen in Fig. 5.
These terms reduce the similarity to an ECS, but their contribu-
tion is exponentially small due to their exponentially small prob-
abilities compared with the probabilities on the corner.

4. DISCUSSION

The measurements presented in Fig. 5 could have appeared to
result from a mixed state. To show that this is not the case,
and rather that these states are in fact ECS, we have derived a
measure for the purity of ECS in our scheme. Our measurements

suggest that states in our setup are indeed close to pure ECS (see
Supplement 1).

Our method provides a simple and deterministic route to gen-
erate ECSs. We achieve amplitude values that are comparable
with previous experimental realizations, while these relied on a
photon-subtraction technique, resulting in an indeterministic
photon source [14]. ECSs have also been realized recently in
super-conducting circuits deterministically [35]; however, trans-
lating these states to traveling waves, as typically required in ap-
plication of quantum metrology and quantum communications,
has not been demonstrated yet.

The average photon number of the state in our experimental
realization was n̄ � 0.15, for which the fidelity to ECS is theoreti-
cally F ≈ 1 (see Fig. 2). Previous measurements of quantum state
tomography in N -photon subspaces of the states generated in our
setup have shown high fidelities to NOON states [24], in agreement
with ECS [Eq. (1)]. Scaling up our approach to higher average pho-
ton numbers is therefore highly desired, where high-fidelity ECS
with n̄ ∼ 1 should be achievable, using a more energetic source
of SV (e.g., Ref. [13]). It should be noted that even low amplitude
could prove to be beneficial in some applications, e.g., it was re-
cently shown that there is an advantage in using low-amplitude
ECS (jαj ≈ 1) over larger ones for quantum communication [36].

Imperfections in the experiment had two main causes. One
reason involved the distinguishability between two independent
photons from the CS and SV state, which limits their interference
visibility (two-photon interference visibility is v � 0.91� 0.02
with 95% confidence level; see Supplement 1) and mainly in-
creases the probability for PNc ,Nd

for Nc ,Nd ≠ 0. The other rea-
son has to do with the fiber splitters. Coupling efficiency
difference of about 12.8% as well as non-uniform splitting ratios
result in skewness of the plots in Fig. 5, toward port d .

Furthermore, while in the ideal case of photon number detec-
tion, the state is simply projected on the photon number basis
[Eq. (7)], in the experiment, detection scheme and loss could af-
fect the measurement. In these cases, higher photon numbers in
the state are also partially projected to lower photon numbers in
the measurement outcome in either mode, c or d [see Fig. 1(b)].
Using a simulation of our system accounting for these inefficien-
cies, the theoretical photon number distribution of the generated

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Experimental Fock projection measurements of coherent and squeezed vacuum light interfered on a 50/50 beam splitter. (a) N -photon cor-
relation rates plotted against the photon number difference between the output ports of the beam splitter, Nc − Nd . Error bars represent the statistical
standard error of the 24 h long measurement. (b) Multiphoton correlation probabilities, normalized for every number of measured photons,
P̃N c ,Nd

� PNc ,Nd
∕�PN

k�0 Pk,N−k�.

Fig. 6. Similarity F̃ between the state generated by mixing of SV with
CS and ECS in our setup, accounting for loss (η � 0.1, see text), for
various amounts of SV, using experimental (circles) and simulated (solid
line) photon correlation measurements. The approximate ECS is
achieved for the optimal SV fraction of sinh�2r�∕jαj2 � 1 [Eq. (9)],
showing maximal similarity to ECS.
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state can be found, with no fit parameters [23]. Interestingly,
these inefficiencies preserve the photon number corner distribu-
tions, since photon loss events reduce probabilities from higher
photon numbers along either side of the corner to lower photon
numbers along that same side of the corner.

It is interesting to note that (bright) displaced squeezing uses a
setup similar to the one described in Fig. 1(b), but with much
stronger intensities. These experiments are typically performed
with the objective of achieving quantum noise reduction [26].
Our work shows that extending the concept of CS and SV inter-
ference to the weak amplitude regime can be particularly useful in
generating maximally entangled states, such as ECSs.

5. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown that the interference of coherent light
and squeezed light on a BS can generate low-amplitude ECS with
high fidelity. These states violate a Bell-type inequality, similar to
ECSs. We have experimentally realized these states and analyzed
them through photon number detection, showing a pronounced
corner-like two-mode distribution of photons, with maximal
overlap for an optimal fraction of SV and coherent light. Our
method benefits from a relatively simple setup that allows a deter-
ministic route to generating ECSs without resorting to inefficient
photon subtraction. Such an approach could become useful for
long-distance entanglement distribution [37], particularly with
low amplitudes [36] and using lossy channels [38].

Funding. DIP–German-Israeli Project Cooperation; BSF-
NSF (2014719); Icore–Israeli Centre of Research Excellence
(“Circle of Light”); Crown Photonics Center.

See Supplement 1 for supporting content.
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